ALEX - A Learning Portal for Businesses
Introducing ALEX
ALEX is the culmination of over three year’s experience and
investment in a class leading learning management system (LMS).
The portal designed to bring out the best of our courses while
making administration easy for our customers and partners.
ALEX encompasses three key components to help our partners and
customers deliver courses effectively and easily:
●
simple management of your organisation
●
delegated control down to local branches
●
a simple, self-service student environment

Why work with The Digital College?
The Digital College has developed its own portfolio of officially endorsed and accredited
content and a learning management system (LMS) which has handled over 14,000
enrolments since 2014. This LMS offers The Digital College and our partners an unrivalled
ability to build training environments that are tailored to our mutual requirements.
The Digital College is a trusted supplier of e-learning to both private enterprises and to many
established training providers such as G4S, People Plus, and Working Links. All our
customers, large and small, use ALEX to deliver their training programs.



Simple yet flexible high level organisation management
ALEX can reduce the overhead in managing learning across organisations of all sizes.
Easy to use view of your organisation
● Hierarchy of regions and branches
● Summary views of activity
● Central authorisation of admin
accounts (consultants)

Information at your fingertips with
management reports
● Web-based summaries
● XLS (Excel) exports

Centralised learner records
● View learner progress
● Manage consumption of courses

Automated emails
● Reduce your administration
overhead with emails sent directly
from our platform.
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Delegated control to branch managers and staff
ALEX can work with your organisation’s structure to pass control and information where is it
most beneficial.
Branch management can be passed to a
local level

Multiple consultants can take responsibility
for their learners.

Branch level information helps inform local
staff of progress
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Self service student environment
The Students are a key part of any learning system. ALEX aims to make the training
experience straight-forward; reducing frustration for students and overhead for
administrators.
Optional white-labelled environment
● Students can see your brand
● Option to display your contact
details for help, technical support,
etc.

See current and completed courses
● Candidates can instantly download
certificates.
● Optional officially endorsed paper
copy of certificates are available.
● Option to retain records and courses
for extended periods of time.

Easy to use video environment
● No specialist software required
● Widely supported mobile devices
● Quality streaming via a
high-capacity Content Delivery
Network.
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